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If you’re in B2B marketing today, Account-Based 
Marketing (ABM) is likely sitting somewhere in your 
2016 initiatives. It’s an exciting concept but one that 
requires a ton of research, planning and grunt work... 
and that’s before you send a single beautifully targeted 
email. It also might not be right for your business. In 
this guide we first go over the basics of ABM and then 
dive into a practical guide to measuring your ABM 
initiatives.

I.
INTRODUCTION 
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80% of marketers measuring ROI 
say that ABM outperforms all other 

marketing investments.1



ABM Defined: According to Jon Miller at Engagio, 
“Account-Based Marketing is a strategic approach that 
coordinates personalized marketing and sales efforts 
to open doors and deepen engagement at specific 
accounts.”

That’s a great definition but we need to go a level 
deeper to make it tangible. In addition to Jon Miller, 
there’s been a ton of great ABM thought leadership 
from people like Megan Heuer at SiriusDecisions and 
the team at TOPO including Craig Rosenberg.

Drawing from the three ABM champions mentioned 
above, the basics are relatively well-established. We’ll 
explore them in the section to come.

II.
ACCOUNT-BASED 
MARKETING: 
THE BASICS 
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1. Define your Ideal 
Customer Profile (ICP)

This is critical. Who are you going 
after? Where do you have product 
market fit? At the very least you 
need to spell out the firmographics 
(company size, industry, geography at 
the bare minimum). Technographics 
(technologies used by a given 
company) are extremely helpful as 
well. Demographics are also critical to 
define. Are you going after any warm 
body at that kind of company? Or do 
you need a certain title, function and 
expertise? These all need to be razor 
sharp and well-defined. It goes without 
saying that Sales and Marketing must 
be in complete agreement here (and  
the next two steps).

II. Account-Based Marketing: The Basics

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

2. Identify a list of target 
accounts (ideally using 
predictive analytics)

There’s no account-based marketing 
without a great list of accounts who 
are worth the considerable cost. How 
do you build this list? At minimum, 
it needs to be grounded in data (see 
ICP above). To really do it right, you’re 
using a predictive scoring solution 
to intelligently identify accounts who 
have the highest likelihood to convert. 
Also keep in mind the size of your 
operation and how big a target list you 
can realistically take on. Do you have 
the resources (people, time, budget) 
to execute ABM according to best 
practices? You can always scale your 
ABM program in the future.    
  

3. Identify and source the 
relevant contacts at those 
account (both decision-
makers and influencers)

Related to the target accounts, you 
need to identify the right people to 
target at these accounts and add 
data if they are not already part of 
your existing database. Predictive 
platforms like Leadspace can help with 
this. Remember, you’re ideally going 
to circle a given account and target 
more than that perfect decision maker. 
Influencers matter too and you should 
have messaging that will resonate with 
them.    
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II. Account-Based Marketing: The Basics

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

5. Develop specific 
insights on target 
accounts (and ideally 
the persona you’re 
targeting at said target 
account)

To really do ABM right, you (or your 
intern!) should develop specific, critical 
insights about a target account that 
will make your targeted messaging 
resonate.   

Your current infrastructure might not be 
ideal for ABM. In this account-centric 
world, it’s critical that you have full 
visibility into all the leads and contacts 
for a given account… and how or if they 
engage. You may even want to consider 
going contacts-only. At the very least 
you should be diligent connecting leads 
with campaign successes to accounts. 
BrightFunnel’s Orphan Lead Finder 
can help you do this in a scalable way 
while maintaining control over which 
leads should be converted to contacts 
and associated with the account. ABM 
practitioners also often use channels  
   

you may not be using like direct mail. 
Also you’ll likely want to add a solution 
for display that will allow you to target 
specific people (via email to cookie 
match) or company IPs. Terminus 
and Demandbase are leaders in this 
category. From a process standpoint, 
consider how to best leverage your SDR 
team in these focused efforts. Do they 
have messaging written specifically for 
these target accounts? Have you set 
up alerts in your marketing automation 
platform for the SDRs for both known 
and anonymous site visitors for a target 
account? 

4. Set up your marketing ops (infrastructure, channels, 
processes) for ABM
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II. Account-Based Marketing: The Basics

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

6. Use those insights to 
create targeted offers 
across various channels 
(email, display and even 
direct mail)

Think about how you can use those 
insights in the most compelling 
ways in top, mid and bottom-funnel 
offers across multiple channels. As 
mentioned previously, this will be a 
massive amount of work. Also consider 
offers that will work for buckets of like 
companies who have similar profiles 
and challenges.
     

7. Execute campaigns, 
ideally in a coordinated, 
focused fashion (e.g. 2-3 
week blitz)

Consider focused ABM campaigns 
where you try to reach contacts at 
an account from all channels with 
compelling messaging.  

8. Measure, optimize

Do you really want to fly blind in 
an expensive, high touch strategy? 
Probably not. Later in this guide we’ll 
expand on measurement both from the 
context of how to test the viability of an 
ABM strategy as well as how to analyze 
and optimize ongoing efforts.   
  

According to TOPO, to go after 100 target 
accounts according to ABM best practices 
requires creating 800 unique offers.



Now that we’ve really defined what ABM and what it 
entails, you should determine if an ABM initiative really 
is right for your business. If you have a short sales 
cycle and/or a low ASP product, probably no ABM at 
all is appropriate. It’s just not worth the time, effort and 
investment. Just think, you won’t have to bother with 
those 800 unique offers! 

III.
THE RIGHT 
ACCOUNT-BASED 
MARKETING 
STRATEGY FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS 
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III.  The Right Account-Based Marketing Strategy for Your Business

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

Just going after enterprise 
whales? Super niche industry 
with a limited target account list? 
Totally get it. Pure ABM makes 
sense. But for the rest of us, a 
hybrid approach is probably best… 
and how most of us will likely 
tackle this. 

ABM is an expensive strategy 
and will require significant time 
and financial investment from 

your marketing organization. Your 
resources, both financial and 
headcounts, are finite. Unless you 
are marketing to exclusively to a 
relatively small, focused target 
list, you will likely find that there’s 
an optimal balance where you 
can carve out a number of top 
target accounts who can get the 
full ABM treatment and market to 
the rest of your target audience 
with more traditional demand 

generation strategies. You may 
layer in tiers… Top accounts get 
fully-customized messaging and 
more expensive tactics, the next 
tier is broken out into industry-
specific messaging (mentioning 
your customer in that space for 
instance) and the last tier gets 
a broader approach (though still 
segmenting personas hopefully).

Continued on next page.

Hybrid vs. Pure ABM
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III.  The Right Account-Based Marketing Strategy for Your Business

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

One critical note. You need to 
measure your ABM initiative 
in the context of your broader 
marketing efforts. Not just 
from an ABM point solution. 
Those solutions are fantastic 
for understanding how 
targeted display is helping 
you penetrate accounts for 

example… but what about email 
and tradeshow campaigns to 
these same target accounts? 
ABM is expensive, both from 
a monetary perspective but 
probably more importantly from 
a time perspective. Can you 
confidently make the decision 
to shift resources to ABM or are 

you just looking at it in isolation? 
As mentioned before, you should 
also consider both first touch 
attribution as well as multi-
touch attribution models to fully 
capture the impact of these 
efforts. 

Hybrid vs. Pure ABM (continued)
     



Despite amassing more data than ever via marketing 
technologies like CRMs, marketing automation 
systems, content curation tools, etc., the fact is that 
most marketers still struggle with understanding how 
their campaigns are impacting sales. While these tools 
offer plenty of TOFu (Top Of Funnel) reporting, they 
still provide only elementary metrics on campaign 
influence beyond the first or last touch. The status quo 
is no longer sufficient.

Even if CMOs know something about the first touch 
or last, the majority are blind when it comes to 80% 
of their sales cycle.3 The key to shedding light on this 
dark spot (middle and bottom of the funnel) is multi-
touch revenue attribution—the ability to measure and 
evaluate performance across every touch point in the 
buying process. Multi-touch attribution is necessary 
for marketers to calculate true ROI and, in turn, identify 
what’s working, effectively plan and forecast revenue, 
and successfully optimize ABM initiatives.

IV.
A WORD ABOUT 
ABM AND 
MULTI-TOUCH 
ATTRIBUTION 
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IV.  A Word About ABM and Multi-Touch Attribution

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

Multi-touch attribution looks at 
every marketing campaign that 
occurs between lead generation 
and opportunity closed. Analyzing 
campaign influence at this level 
gives you a true picture of ROI: 
how much revenue or pipeline was 
generated for every dollar spent 
on marketing programs. There are 
a number of multi-touch models 
available that we won’t cover here 
(see our “Definitive Guide to Multi-
Touch Revenue Attribution” for 

more). Whichever model you choose, 
multi-touch attribution gives you 
the framework to reliably know 
how your efforts impact sales—and 
make better decisions based on that 
knowledge.

While you’re probably already aware 
of the importance of multi-touch 
attribution, the sad truth is that 
most companies still default to 
single-touch models. Complexity, 
resource constraints, and lack of 

understanding impose intimidating 
barriers to entry leave marketers 
stuck relying on antiquated 
measurement techniques. Small 
businesses and early-stage start-
ups may be able to get away with 
this approach for a short time (along 
with some clever spreadsheet 
manipulation) but it’s insufficient 
for anyone seeking to successfully 
implement ABM.

VS.
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IV.  A Word About ABM and Multi-Touch Attribution

The bottom line: multi-touch 
attribution is critical for account-
based marketing. You’re marketing 
to prospects in a given account 
at all stages of the funnel, so 
relying on single-touch attribution 
is woefully inadequate when 
attempting to get an accurate 
read on success. You’re also likely 
using more expensive tactics like 
direct mail so having a complete 
picture of marketing influence will 
help you base decisions on true 
ROI, and make better investments. 
Thankfully, technology is helping 
simplify the analysis process, 
allowing marketers to worry less 
about the analysis and focus on 
what they do best—determine 
creative new ways to attract, 
engage, and close targets.



So assuming you’ve followed the core steps laid out 
previously (most importantly a great target account 
list with as many relevant contacts as possible), it’s 
time to test and see if ABM is a viable strategy for you. 
Does the increased conversion and velocity on deals 
justify the time and financial investment? 

V.
GETTING 
STARTED:
TESTING 
ACCOUNT-BASED 
MARKETING 
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We recommend a test/control 
methodology where you carve out 
a portion of your target accounts 
and, over a specific time period, 
execute your ABM strategy.  Over 
that same time period the control 
group will receive your typical 
marketing offers as normal. 
During the test, you should 
primarily compare:

1. Conversion Rates  
(Let’s say lead to opportunity) 

2. Velocity  
(Are deals converting faster?)

You need to find a balance where 
you can start small enough 

for your current organization 
to handle it but large enough 
that you get a meaningful (and 
hopefully statistically significant) 
sample size on which you can 
base decisions. Also make sure 
you have a long enough runway 
from a time perspective to fully 
capture the impact of the test and 
control marketing programs.

Let’s say all looks great and 
you’ve built a solid, data-driven 
case for ABM. Next we’ll show 
you how to measure ABM in the 
broader context of your demand 
generation machine. 

V.  Getting Started: Testing Account-Based Marketing
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With ABM in place for least a year, 
60% of users reported a revenue 
increase of at least 10% and 19% 

reported a revenue impact of 30% or 
greater.2



So you’ve taken the ABM leap. You’ve spent a ton of 
time and money crafting unique emails, compelling 
display ads and oh so cleverly branded schwag that 
you’ve been sending to specific target accounts. How 
do you measure and manage your ABM efforts?

We think there are three key lenses to look through 
when measuring your ABM efforts, which we’ll explore 
in this chapter.

VI.
ONGOING 
ACCOUNT-BASED 
MARKETING 
MEASUREMENT 
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VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

1 2

1. Marketing activity
Check out marketing activity for 
a sense of how much overall 
engagement (marketing campaign 
successes) you’re getting from a 
given account. 

2. Unique engaged 
contacts
See how many contacts are 
engaging with your marketing 
campaigns (and who they are). Is 
the decision-maker one of them?

Continued on next page.

     

This is your air traffic control tower. Here you get a sense of how ABM efforts are working against your various 
target accounts. You can survey these accounts and see where there’s real engagement and where ABM efforts 
need to be dialed up. Let’s dive into the some of the critical metrics to look at:

ABM Engagement Overview
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VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

4

3. Opportunity Value 
Not all opportunities are created 
equal. If there’s a big opportunity 
moving through the pipe you can 
focus your ABM efforts to make it 
happen (e.g. targeted display ads 
with mid-funnel content like case 
studies).

4. % Engaged
This is a key metric to determine 
of the known contacts at a target 
account, how many are actually 
engaging with your marketing. 
Low engagement % at Account 
X? Maybe it’s time to go after 
the account with a 3 week multi-
channel blitz to try to activate 
them. High engagement? Alert 
the salesperson who owns the 
account. 

Continued on next page.
     

3
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In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

5

VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

5. Trending 
See if your ABM 
efforts are moving the 
needle over time.
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VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

Conversion Rates and 
Velocity 
Mentioned in the testing section, these 
are the critical metrics to measuring 
the impact of ABM. Is an ABM strategy 
resulting in more leads becoming 
opportunities? Which channels and 
specific campaigns are the biggest 
contributors to this? In terms of 
velocity, are your target accounts 
progressing through the funnel faster? 
With these results, now you can truly 
see how ABM fits into your total 
marketing picture.

Continued on next page.

     

Now it’s time to see get deep analytical insights into how your ABM efforts are working across your various 
channels and campaigns. When comparing the performance of your different channels and underlying 
campaigns, we strongly suggest using filters so you toggle between target accounts (and perhaps different 
tranches of target accounts), non-target accounts and the overall picture. Without filters, you can’t effectively 
measure ABM against non-ABM strategies.

Channel and Campaign Performance for Target Accounts
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VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

In 2014/2015, almost 70% of enterprise organizations anticipate 
an increase in marketing budgets above the rate of iflation, 

with a predicted average increase of 14%.

 
There are many more metrics that you can take into account when applying filters to an overall channel/campaign comparison 
view. Is that expensive targeted display yielding positive ROI? Here’s how you know. What’s the Cost per Lead (CPL) on content 
syndication campaigns against your target account list? Which channels are helping you source the most target account leads? 
How many target account opportunities have events created?

It’s also critical to note that it’s worthwhile to toggle between first touch, last touch and multi-touch attribution models for a true 
picture of how these channels are performing. So much ABM activity is mid and bottom funnel so you need the full visibility that 
multi-touch attribution gives you.

Additional Campaign Metrics
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Ready to deep dive into your favorite target account? This is where you do it. You’ll want to look at:

VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

 ▶ How engaged the account is

 ▶ Who’s engaging

 ▶ Which campaigns they’re engaging with

 ▶ Existing opportunities with the account

 ▶ Orphan leads who should be associated 
converted to contacts

     

Take a look at how prospects at a given target 
account are engaging across different channels. 
For example, Company X might really love 
webinars… They seem to register for every one 
you do. Alternatively, maybe you need to make 
a bigger effort to engage this company at trade 
shows. Also you can compare this “Engagement 
Fingerprint” with other similar companies who 
eventually became deals. What was the mix that 
was effective and how can you replicate it?

Account-Specific View
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We’ve covered the critical metrics that really should be the basis for your ABM decision-making. Past that, there 
are some other metrics you can look into.

VI.  Ongoing Account-Based Marketing Measurement

 ▶ Target account site visits 
Tracking visits from a target account to your site 
can give you a sense of general awareness of 
your brand at a target account. Marketo allows 
you to measure both known and unknown 
visitors from a given account. Unknown visitors 
are captured by the visitor’s IP address.  

 ▶ Impressions/clicks vs. target accounts for 
pay-per-click (PPC) channels like display  
ABM point solutions like Terminus and 
Demandbase allow you to see impressions 
and clicks against a target account from their 
platforms. Clicks are of course a weaker signal 
than actual registrations but show a level of 
engagement.

 ▶ Coverage 

Mentioned by Jon Miller in his Clear & Complete 
Guide to Account Based Marketing, coverage is 
one of those foundational measures that you 
should have in a good place before you really 
kick off ABM efforts to a given account4. In short, 
do you have enough of the right people at a 
given account in your database. If your coverage 
is low, look to data providers to expand your 
target account contact list.

     

Other Metrics to Consider
     



Now that you have a few more data points and tips, 
hopefully this brave new world of Account-Based 
Marketing won’t be so daunting. We’re all figuring this 
out together. Test, learn, innovate and hopefully close 
a few target account deals. Want to learn more about 
how BrightFunnel can support your ABM and broader 
marketing efforts? Check us out at BrightFunnel.com.

VII.
WRAPPING UP
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About Brightfunnel
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BrightFunnel is a developer of a powerful revenue attribution and forecasting platform 
that helps enterprise marketers turn campaigns into profits. Through the company’s multi-
touch attribution and intelligent forecasting approach, marketers and executives can now 
understand the revenue impact of every decision, and align marketing plans with business 
priorities. Our customers include data-driven companies like Hortonworks, Hootsuite, 
ServiceMax and Nimble Storage.

If you are ready to finally realize the full impact of marketing on sales, and learn how 
BrightFunnel can support your ABM efforts, contact us or request a demo today.
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